
ISSUE 22 ABILITY

by L. Ron Hubbard
It is fantastic to have to advertise or sell Scientology. It is the 

only methodology extant today which alleviates or remedies psycho-somatic ill- 
ness, proofs an individual against a host of casualties, increases reaction time, 
raises intelligence, and improves ability.

That Scientology has throughout the world today only about 1200 prac
titioners in full practice could be true only if these people did not understand 
entirely the capabilities which lay under their hands. The discovery that they 
were not repairing or remedying havingness - and, of course, my omission in point
ing out this fact - is about the only thing which has brought about failed cases 
and which slows down the general progress of cases everywhere. Now that this is 
spotted and swept out of the way, I don't see any real bar to our forward pro
gress.

Scientologists are the only ones where, healing is, concerned or where 
an improved race or culture are concerned. Scientology and Scientologists are 
the one hope the human race has today.

Let’s not make it a thin one.

Earliest Research Findings in Dianetlcs and Scientology, 1950i!'

O N  H A V I N G N E S S  

by L. Ron Hubbard
It might be amusing for you to know what the earliest finding was in 

the field of havingness. I wanted to know exactly what happened in terms of in
telligence quotient when engrams were run into restimulation and knocked out of 
restimulation. I therefore set up a series of tests to be accomplished under a 
very solid regimen as follows: The preclear under test was given a short form 
Otis I.Q. test. This took him about ten minutes. The auditor then immediately 
threw him down the track into such engrams as birth or accidents and when that 
engram had been run just enough to get into the full restimulation, the preclear 
was given Form 2 of the Otis I.Q. which is comparable to Form 1. This was done 
in a rather long series. The engrams were then erased or de-intensified and the
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individual was given Form 1 of Otis I.Q. again.

I set this up simply as a needful datum. I did not anticipate any part
icular results and was willing to learn from the experiment. I did. It was found 
that the I.Q. of the individual raised from five to eight points by the simple 
fact of being thrown into birth or a heavy, engram. This was such a wild result 
and so unexpected and yet so constant in the testing itself that I had to accept 
that the restimulation of an engram increased the intelligence quotient of the 
individual. The de-intensification of the engram by further erasure did not 
again lower the I.Q. of the individual, a fact which is accounted for by the mass 
in the engram being converted by an erasure, not eradicated.

As we understand this today, it was that the preclear was given having- 
uesa. The havingness he was given did contain vast significances but the signi
ficances were less important than the actual mass itself. Therefore, the I.Q. 
gain.

This was our first encounter with the relationship between intelligence 
and mass. What actually occurred in this experiment was not visible to me for 
years, since the experiment took place in November and December of 1950* The ex
periment was the only one conducted for me directly on the line of actual research 
- an distingushed from puttering - by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation of 
Elizabeth, N.J. That organization spent $4-7,000 all told on research. It con
ducted the above experiment and collected some evidence that in one case of spi
nal arthritis Dianetic processing had undoubtedly relieved the condition.

Although some might think otherwise I feel that in view of the conduct 
of the above experiment by that department the $47,000 did buy something after 
all despite all contrary intent.

It should be noted that when we erased an engram we did not erase the 
tcass connected with it. We erased the significance in the mass. We took per- 
ceptics out of it and it then could convert into acceptable mass. What was un
acceptable was the perceptlcs and these restrained the individual from utiliz
ing the mass. Actually X alo’ilri nay him Individual *s body from utilizing the ■ mass.
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We can further learn from this that the figure-figure boy is doing 
just about this. He is trying to erase out of •what mass he can have enough 
content so that his body can utilise that mass. His figure-figure is actually 
an effort to erase.

The answer of course is to give him mass he doesn’t have to erase 
the figure-figure out of. The figure-figure boy is way down on ability to 
have and is going,on a sort of storage battery philosophy that while he can’t 
create anything he can at least utilise blocks of stuff that he has stockpiled 
in his bank. ' .

Editorial:

•SURVIVAL: HASI, HDRF. MEMBERS OCCUPY KEY WORLD POSITION ■

by John Sanborn

We know, in Scientology, that structure does not monitor function - 
function monitors structure. When, we look at what we. are doing in our. var
ious activities in Scientology and in Dianetics, we sometimes get looking at 
too much structure. To see where our problems lie, and what kind of a job it 
is that we have ahead of us in Scientology, the first place is at Man, and how 
well is Man getting along on this planet. We look at the potentialities of Man, 
and we look at his idea or opinion of his potentialities, and we look at what 
he says he is doing, and what he intends to be doing, and we look at what he is 
doing. We come across certain problems and we see Man facing many barriers of 
different kinds, and we see things that people could be doing to solve those bar
riers and problems. But that is not our main point of attack by a long shot.
We are not in the business or game of going around taking away problems and rig
ging white lights and pretty music. Our main point of action is ability, which 
is a clearer statement of function than calling it function. You or a friend 
of yours may have thought of the members of the HA.SI or HDRF as being somehow 
less a part of the picture than, say, the professional auditor, or the personnel 
of the central organization. That is getting it right, except for the fact that 
it is just precisely backwards. The most important thing we have in sight, the 
number one. thing, is how Man himself and in general is getting along, and NEXT, 
in number two position, is the whole;general membership of Dianetics and Scien
tology. Here are the people who know something about the spirit of Man, its 
functions, its common agreements, its likes and dislikes, and. its native poten
tialities. Here i? the largest group we have who can talk to'someone about 
these things, and get someone into communication, and put some alignment into 
the thinking and figuring and sweating of Man. Auditors we need. We need five 
thousand auditors-, and good ones, and in the near and quick future. But first, 
and precedently, what: we need is one hundred thousand MEMBERS active world- wide, 
just plain talking and telling and listening to people, and keeping in some kind 
of really effective communication with the data sources of Scientology and of the 
activities of the world Scientologist.

The widest distribution channels.for books and even tapes are being 
explored and put into action on a stepped-up new dissemination program reaching 
into all communities. A new popular book by Ron, meaning another international
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best-seller, is in the works. The Newsstand edition of ABILITY Magazine, look
ing nothing at all like your present issues, is now in the close-to-deadline 
stage. Many, many programs are, according to the peculiarities of the countries 
involved, being carried out and expanded in all principle countries.

One of the first things we are after in these operations is a big and 
new and fast-growing membership.

To get the numbers of members that are called for by the non-luxurious 
plight of today's history, in order to do something about getting for Man the lu
xury called a civilization on Earth, we are every one of us going to have to go 
out letting go of some words, and pulling some words out of the mouths of our 
fellow man. We are going to have to put some mock-ups up there in the future, 
with some intention, and with some certainty.

Come on, kids, let's get out there and create some new members. People 
that today do not even dream that they are now on their way to joining an aligned 
and specific effort which includes a totality of alignment of thought, which to
tality is A-R-C, and the eight dynamics, and the creation of human ability. Oc
cupying, as you do, a key position in world affairs, you got a job to get done. 
Don't worry about whether it's SAFE. Or we'll all wind up playing planet, planet, 
who's got the planet.

(See the next article on this page for a process that will ease and 
speed your effectiveness toward your goal.)

'ORRIBLE FATES

by Editor John Sanborn, D.Scn.
MEST cycle of action is Create, Persist, Destroy. That's a MEST and 

not the ONLY cycle of action there is, or is possible. Looking into the jaws of 
this Mest Universe implant, you can readily see that there would be a tendency 
for anyone to get the feeling that every time he mocks up a future, he is offer
ing it up to the wolves to be torn to nothing. Such is the implant, Destroy, 
or better, Destroyed, sits out there in the future waiting for your mockups.
There is, however, the other possibility - change your mind about this. Here 
is a process that will help you to talk your co-auditing partner into changing 
his mind, or, that will help him to sell you the idea of changing YOUR mind about 
the iller omens of the Mest Universe.

Have the preclear follow this command, over and over, while you keep in 
good two-way communication with him and repair his havingness at all points of 
discomfort, dopiness or the smoke crave:

"INVENT A HORRIBLE FATE FOR YOURSELF." Or, the command: "INVENT A HOR
RIBLE FATE FOR YOUR BODY." Run to cognition and cheerfulness. Get miracle. Do 
this for your fellow Scientologistj he deserves the benefits of running ‘Orrible 
Fates. So do you.

Then go out and mock up some new MEMPERS.

ABILITY BOOKS
Dianetics: The Evolution of a Science, Co-Auditor's Manual of Scientology, 

L. Ron Hubbard's PAB Books #1 & #2 - $1 to subscribers - $2 to all others.
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L. RON HUBBARD'S PABs, BOOK TWO IN THE WORKS

Making the FOURTH in. the Ability Book, nev-book-every-month, series, 
the brand new Book 2 of Professional Auditor's Bulletins is expected to be ready 
for you at about the same time you receive this issue of ABILITY. These Bulletins 
were never before available to any but professional auditors and special members 
of the HASI and HDRF. In the popular format of the Ability Books they are not 
only very good and exciting reading, they are necessary material for the Scien
tologist. You are not back-txacking on Scientology data when you examine the 
data of the PABsy You are getting basic present-day auditing infox*mation at 
source. In FAB Book 2 you have the information on such tilings as Acceptance 
Level, the Circuit Case, Processing Futures (which if you think isn't modern 
and up-to-date stuff, take a lock at SLP Issue Six, 1956). There is important 
material on the Overt Act-Motivator Phenomenon, and the DED-DEDEX sequence.
People are always asking you just what is this DED-DEDEX business. Here's where 
you tell them.

Exteriorization, Havingnees and the handling of energy and mock-ups 
are included, with very valuable background material.

The PAB Books are corrected and improved for these Ability Book editions 
by D.Scn. Johann Templehoff in London, working closely with Ron on the project. 
ABILITY- editor Sanborn says the job Templehoff is doing on these books is ter
rific. What Dr. Templehoff has done is to take the PABs closer to the source 
than even the original PABs as issued monthly from London. He has gone back to 
the actual tapes and not^of L. Bon Hubbard for this material, and has consulted 
with him on the contents of the final book.

This coming PAB Book 2 makes the fourth Ability Book in four months 
with the first being DIANETICS: THE EVOUJTION OF A SCIENCE, the first published 
writing in the field of Dianetics and Scientology. Written by Ron in 19^9-

Second is the CO-AUDITOR'S MANUAL OF SCIENTOLOGY, by L. Ron Hubbard and 
ABILITY editor John Sanborn. Up-to-date auditing theory and techniques, for co
auditing teams and for use in Basic Auditor courses in the field.

Third is L. RON HUBBARD'S PABs, Book I, comprising the corrected and 
condensed edition of L. Ron Hubbard's Professional Auditor's Bulletins prepared for 
issuance-to auditors throughout the world.

With a new Ability Book coming out every month members are saying it's 
the greatest publishing progress ever.

Academy .Technical Bulletin #2

A NEW HANDLING OF THE PROBLEM OF UNIVERSES 
PART II

by L. Ron Hubbard, Jr., D.D„., D.Scn. and Kenneth D. Barrett, D.D., D.Scn.
Instructors at the Academy of Religious Arts and -Sciences, Washington D.C.

: During the two weeks since Bulletin #1, if you have run this process on 
a preclsar, you have probably discovered several things. Probably you have dis
covered that it is possible to get the wrong universe, and sometimes you had to 
change, when you discovered the most collapsed universe. You probably also found
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out that some preclears, have difficulty getting problems, and that many have 
difficulty being specific. We’re quite sure, though, that these, and many other 
small difficulties that you have possibly encountered, you have learned to over
come through two-way communication with the preclear, and other knowledge in 
your possession.

, If you know the definition pf, and the mechanics,of Affinity as given 
in Axiom 25, I'm sure that you have seen very clearly by this time that as one 
has resisted and not-ised a particular person, that he has gone through the 
know-to-mystery or secret scale in relation to this person, and now is to a cer
tain degree, confronted with this mystery when he attempts to find problems con
cerning this person, who has collapsed into him. In other words, the preclear 
when he starts a universe which has collapsed on him, does not know too much, 
about how the person actually is or was, and after running "What specific pro
blem could this person be to you?" for some time,.and this'person begins to 
separate from him somewhat, he can find more problems that the person could be 
to him, he understands more about the person. He finds that some things he 
thought about the person are not the way that it actually was, etc., etc., etc.
To state it very briefly, the preclear will be working through some confusion.
The way that one gets the preclear through this confusion is to have him be 
quite specific about the problem.

Even though the process was set up by Mr. Hubbard to run out a universe, 
and at the same time restore the havingness while running the process, usually 
you will find that the preclear cannot get enough problems or get them often 
enough to keep his havingness On an even level. In other words he will, blow 
it faster than we can get it back through these problems. So, it is necessary 
while running this, process to "repair havingness*. NOW we use this terminology 
here to designate the fact that one merely has the preclear mock-up masses and 
shove them into himself until he is cheerful, and then continue with the process. 
The "remedy of havingness" on a specific thing would be where the. preclear can 
push them into himself in any quantity, and throw them away in any quantity. 
However, in running this process in universe, our intention is merely to keep . 
the preclear on' a high level of havingness so he can find problems easily, and 
because of his high level of havingness, lc-t go of, or blew the problems easily.

Therefore, while running this process on vacuums, and in fact, this 
should apply to any process that you run Whether it repairs .the havingness of 
the preclear or not, whenever the preclear becomes nervous,, excited, has a so
matic, gets any amount of anaten, goes out of session in any way, or has any un
usual type of phenomena, the auditor would immediately stop the process there, 
talk with the preclear about this, and say to the preclear, "Mock up a mass".
When the preclear answers, say, "Okay". "Now shove that into yourself". The 
auditor must continue this until the preclear is cheerful again, which may take 
anywhere from a minute.to a half-hour. In some cases, it will be necessary to 
spend, say, half the time in a session, repairing the havingness of the preclear, 
and the other half running the process of the session. Some of you may feel that 
this is a waste of time, that what the preclear needs to do is run the process, 
but, after you have tried this a few times, you will find that the preclear when 
he has a high level of havingness, will get many cognitions and changes on the 
process, while otherwise, it will drag, you will have long comm lags, and it will 
be slugging every foot of the way.

Now occasionally, if you are having.a great deal of difficulty getting 
a preclear to be able to remedy havingness while running on this universe process,



you can have the preclear mock up a possession of the universe that you are run
ning on the. preclear, and have the preclear shove this into himself, for if the 
preclear is-being the person or univer&e which has co3.1apsed on him he could 
therefore have the possessions of that person.

We would like to call to your attention again that two points which 
one must watch here are, One, Problems - that the preclear is getting problems 
that this person could be to him (but not incidents in the past). Secondly, 
Specific, meaning that the preclear must get a situation where he would do a cer
tain thing, and then the universe that you were running out, would do and say a
certain thing, and not something in general.

We would like to call to your attention here that the most collapsed un
iverse in this lifetime on the preclear is the one that reduced his space the
most. Therefore, as you work this process, ‘'What specific problem could -------
be to you", and the collapsed universe begins to move out and away from the pre
clear, you are giving the preclear back some space. It is commonly known and
understood frcm early Scientology that anything that is in the preclear's space,
he can control, handle, and is not afraid of. Therefore, as you move this per
son out of the preclear's body, and into the space in from; of him, and further 
and further away through this process on "What specific problem", the preclear 
is able to change the way he’s been looking at big problems in life, (which was 
probably at best, "I can get through it somehow") and will take on renewed in
terest. He will suddenly have a great future with great goals in it, he will 
get into motion again, and get up into overtness, as well as many other changes. 
We would like to emphasize again, that the effectiveness of this process and the 
speed with which it is run, is completely dependent upon "repairing havingness" 
of the preclear, so that he stays cheerful, runs the process easily, and gets 
many cognitions.

Wow, as far as two-way communication is concerned, one communicates 
about the things the preclear originates at all times, until the preclear seems 
satisfied to take his attention off that particular thing, it will then allow 
the auditor to direct his attention back to the process. Now, when the preclear 
gets out of session a little bit in any way, you first, "repair havingness", and 
then engage in two-way communication with the preclear. Whenever the preclear 
doesn't react to "repair of havingness" as he has been, and isn't ready and eager 
to continue running the process, then, via two-way communication, check very 
carefully to determine if the preclear feels that the auditor has in any way over
come his self-determinism, or broken the Auditor’s Code. You must realize as an 
auditor that while you are sure that you have not overcome the self-determinism 
of the preclear, or broken the Auditor’s Code in any way, this is not always ne
cessarily true to the preclear, for he may lack trust in people, easily feel 
betrayed, or be generally suspicious about people's intentions. It should also 
be pointed out here that the lower on havingness one allows the preclear to get, 
the more these breaks-in-session the preclear will come up with.

This is the end of the material on the process, "What specific problem
could _______ be to you", and the second of this series. With the material that
you have received in this issue, you will find that the process works much faster 
on the preclear, and he will have a greater understanding of what is occuring.
'It 1.3 suggested that you continue with no less than two hours a session, two 
sessions a week on this process, until you receive the next ABILITY which will 
contain the third of this series. This is a process that you do not have to be 
afraid of running too long, in that when the preclear has completely finished 
with that particular universe, if you continue running the process, he will just
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go on. inventing problems that that person could be to him, and as you know, in
venting problems is a very good process in itself. In the next issue, further 
developments and ramifications on this process will be given, for in this pro
cess you can find a great deal of the basics of Scientology being unfolded be
fore you.

SOURCE MATERIAL
For this series of Academy Technical Bulletins the source material is 

the recent London A.C.C. lectures by L. Ron Hubbard.

The Communication Bridge and Intentions (#5510C12ACC-1,2)
Tolerance of Havingness and Establishing a Session

C#5510C17ACC-1,2)
The Preclear*s Present Time Problem - the Body (#551020ACC-l)
A Hew Understanding of Universes ("On Vacuums") (#55LLCl6ACC)

Faster Intensives

R O N  A D V I S E S  H I S  A U D I T O R S

The Hubbard Guidance Center in Washington, D.Cl is getting even more 
attention from L. Ron Hubbard these days with the result that better HGC gains 
are being chalked up throughout the cases. Closely watching the performance of 
his own D.Scn.s here at the Center, Ron is keeping close tabs on the progress 
of every and each case. His coaching to all processing has a habit of arriving 
NOT after, but BEFORE it is indicated on a case.

They at the Center are processing straighter at ability and WHAT DO 
YOU KNOW - that old monkey wrench, the chronic somatic, is being audited right 
out of the road today with a new, very welcome process Ron sent Washington's 
auditors.' It sure is a fine thing to be able to handle that piece of "old 
business" quickly, and early in the case - there are so many more important 
things to get on to in the business of auditing.

THE ABILITY TO LIVE.

R E C O M M E N D E D
The full three-week intensive, with complete before-after testing. 

Costs $1250.00. Seventy-five hours. This has become the standard and proven 
processing programme. One-week (twenty-five hour) intensives also available at 
HGC, for $500.00. WRITE for information on HGC services, and for reservations, 
WRITE IN ADVANCE to:

Dr. Julia Lewis, Director of Processing 
2315 15th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C.
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WEST COAST CONGRESS PLANS ANNOUNCED
Here it is - "WESTERN CONGRESS OF SCIENTOLOGISTS" - to be held in the 

Oakland-San Francisco area - March 8, 9; 10, 11.
Theme of the Congress - "SCIENTOLOGY AND LIVING"
Handling all arrangements for the Congress are Drs. J. Burton Farher, 

Tom Lovejoy, H. Charles Berner, John McCormick (Master of Ceremonies), A1 Kozak. 
Guest and principle speaker - L. Ron Hubbard, Jr.

AND - MANY HOURS of Hi - Fi tape recordings of London Lectures by 
L. RON HUBBARD, Founder of Dianetics and Scientology

ALL Western States expected to attend, and already indicating they will 
be there in the largest Western turn-out to date.

Best Bay Area location being sought for Congress, with full particulars 
to be announced SOON. To keep posted on the Western Congress, watch ABILITY,
AND WRITE to the above named committee. The address of the chairman is:

Rev, J. Burton Farber, D.D., D. Sen.
109 East Dryden Street 
Glendale 7? California 
Phone: Citrus

ABILITY Special Bulletin
TO ALL TRAINING POSTS ON ALL CONTINENTS

We have our announced goal of 5,000 professional Scientologists active 
worldwide by 1957- This gives us about 11 months. Let us take a look right now 
at what kind of picture this is, and what is entailed in getting this program 
all the way across to completion.

This is not a final or end of cycle goal, it is a STAJST action, with 
the purpose of putting Scientology into action on a magnitude comparable to our 
over-all goals for man.

Bluntly, this means that we are going to. broaden our scope of activity 
on training by a multiple of something like TWENTY times the present level.

We should have at all times starting NOW not less than 1,000 students 
in training throughout this year. This means that in each training establishment 
on the Continents now doing training there will be a certain proportion of this 
activity going forward. No single training terminal is to be expected to carry 
the whole program.

At present, respecting population distribution and the character of the 
various operations, the ACADEMY in Washington would be expected to handle some
thing like 50$ of the bulk of professional training. The HASUK (London) wquld 
be expected to carry about 30 $. Australia (melbourne) would answer for 10$. New 
Zealand and South Africa would be responsible for the other 10$.

Certain factors, such as the wide promotion and distribution of such 
a book as DIANETICS: THE MODERN SCIENCE OF MENTAL HEALTH can certainly and con
clusively count into the situation anywhere at a fantastic rate. The First Book 
when released in the United States sold out in its first printing previous to 
publication as a result of .the article DIANETICS: THE EVOLUTION OF A SCIENCE, 
which appeared in a publication of relatively small readership. It was not one
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of the big magazines. The first printing sold out nevertheless and it was one 
hundred thousand copies. The book went fast to the top of the best-seller lists 
and stayed on top for many, many weeks. It is YET classed as a best seller in 
the United States, and this is six years later. This kind of thing brings an 
avalanche of interested and very interested people to an office door.

A good program is to put into the public a book of such desirability 
to the large public, and to be armed and ready when they come in to train, 
process, and further inform, and to put into action the members of the avalanche.

Ron has announced from London that a popular book with a title such 
as SCIENTOLOGY: THE MODERN SCIENCE OF ABILITY is in the works, for release 
soon. This is exciting news, and it is important that we do not WAIT for this; 
it is very, very important that we get our various establishments into twenty 
times, at least, better shape than anything we have had before. (D.Scn.s who 
train HCA's, note.) It is a crucial point for us NOW that we carry forward dy
namically, and that is EIGHT dynamically we are talking about. When Ron's new 
popular book is ready, we must also be ready.

The job is supremely simple - a matter of telling people about Scien
tology at your church service or public lecture, and giving them some good group 
processing, and also some reality on you as live terminals and human beings with 
a future.

It Is taking people into your groups and making their participation 
worth while to them. It is understanding that people natively and naturally 
do like Scientology, something which has been observed by every Scientologist 
to date who has actually talked to people about Scientology even in the lightest 
and slightest kind of casual conversation. They not only like Scientology, they 
like the same things about Scientology that you like. This is an extremely val
uable item. With the understanding that you are giving people something that they 
actually want and can use, you can fill your school chairs and need more chairs; 
you can fill your Guidance Center appointment book for well ahead; you can have 
large congregations and groups into which new people constantly come, and from 
which can be expected some good potential and trainable auditors; and you can 
improve the general climate of thinking in your community and vicinity to a 
level where you can operate with good public relations and public cooperation.

"OPERATION FORT KNOX" has by no means been dropped, even though little 
has been said about what is being done in that area. The completion of Op Ft 
Knox would not itself get us our goal. It isn't therefore something we can 
wait on as we would be capable of waiting to eternity for an amount of having- 
ness, and at the end of that wait, with all the gold of Ft Knox, be doing no
thing.

There is, in short, no Only One terminal or mode of activity that must 
be the point of success. There are a well-coordinated MANY of terminals and modes.

The rough estimate on what' fshould be happening very, very seen in the 
key Scientology posts is: WASHINGTON should be training 500 students with about
50 new students entering each week. LONDON should have a student body of about 
300 at all times, with 30 new students per week. AUSTRALIA should be training 
100 students with 10 new students every Monday, NEW ZEALAND should have 50 at 
least at school at all times, with five every Monday. SOUTH AFRICA should have 
also 50 always in training, with five every Monday.

This is roughly computed on an 8-week training period for professional
auditors.

John Sanborn
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THE ACADEMY OF RELIGIOUS ARTS AND SCIENCES o

O H U B B A R D  C E R T I F I E D  A U D I T O R
H.C.A. Course: All the latest lectures from L. Ron Hubbard in London, o 

o plus a full schedule of lectures by the instructor, class discussions 
-Tapes: L. Ron Hubbard, on the NEW AUDITING STYLE, Opening and Closing Sessiono
o Communication Bridge, Two-Way Comm - this is NEW material

The Training Scale: o
o 1. Reality on Scientology (by case success in himself or others and

by orienting old data he has had by new Scientology Stable Data that he o 
o selects out.) 2. Auditing style and mechanics (as per Level One).

3* Six Levels of Processing, k. Scientology Vocabulary. o
o 5- Axioms of Scientology. 6. Auditor’s Own Case.

7. Texts and lectures by L. Ron Hubbard. o
o Eight (This course costs $500.00.) Weeks

H U B B A R D  A D V A N C E D  A U D I T O R  o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

Five to Ten weeks, depending
Auditors already experienced and previously trained. Completeness of o 

familiarity and ability to use all Dianetic and Scientology material inclu- - 
ding a good, sound understanding and cool handling of Route One and Whole o 
Track and G.E. Anchor Points and professional excellence in the use of 
SLP - any issue. How to handle a congregation, how to handle a complete o 
Scientology operation anywhere, and a full polishing and refining of audi- - 
ting and dissemination skills. This course gives the greatest attention to o 

the auditor as preclear, and the clean-up of cases.
This course has been opened to anyone with a valid certificate and audit- o 

ing experience in Dianetics as well as Scientology.
Cost-of-course: $285.00. Start proceedings by writing THE ACADEMY OF o 
RELIGIOUS ARTS AND SCIENCES, 1812 19th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 

o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o  
THE ETHICAL GUIDANCE CENTER - CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

of
THE CHURCH OF AMERICAN SCIENCE 

55 Forest Street 
Stamford, Connecticut 

Telephone Stamford: Fireside 8-6879 
Intensives - Hourly Processing 

H.C.A. Training 
Church Services 

Sunday Mornings at 10:30 
GEORGE RICHARD HALPERN 
D.D., D.Scn,, F.Scn.

SYLVAN HERBERT STEIN, D.D., D.Scn. 
ELLEN-JANE L. HALPERN, D.D., D.Scn. 
For information and full details 

Write:

Carnegie Hall - Studio 152 o
15^ W. 57th Street 

RICHARD F. STEVES, D.D. o
Circle 7-^758

CHURCH SERVICE EVERY SUNDAY o
at 8:00 P.M.

152 Carnegie Hall o
Basic Teachings of Scientology

- 7:30 to 10:00 P.M., Mon., Wed., Fri.o
- Course fee $5.00 per week or

$2.50 per meeting o
152 Carnegie Hall 
PERSONAL GUIDANCE o
Call Circle 7-^758 
CO-AUDITING TEAMS o

o LOIS ANDERSON STEIN, Secretary - organized and personally coached - 
- o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o - o  
o L. Ron Hubbard’s PAB's Book Two ------  $1. to eubsciibers, $2. to others.
- L. Ron Hubbard’s PAB's Book One ------  $1. to subscribers, $2. to others, o
o The Co-Auditor1s Manual of Scientology - L. Ron Hubbard & John Sanborn $1&$2-
- Dianetics: The Evolution of a Science - L. Ron Hubbard----- - $1.00 & $2.C0o
O - O - O - O - O - Q - O - O - O - O - O - O - O - O - O - O - O - O - O - O -

CURIOUS ABOUT A NEIGHBOR'S k T K  DYNAMIC? 2 ^  IN STAMPS GETS HIM A FIVE-PIECE 
INFO. PACKAGE. SEND HIS NAME, ADDRESS AND STAMPS TO: SCIENTOLOGY, BOX 2k2, 
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND, U.S.A.



o
MEMBERSHIPS, H.A.S.I., H.D.R.F.

General Membership - $8.50 - Gets a year of ABILITY and Certainty. Gets 
the General Member a 10# discount on all Books and Tape Recordings. AB
ILITY Books half price at $1.00. 

o Professional and Special Memberships - $25.00 - Gets a year of Ability,
Certainty, and the PROFESSIONAL AUDITOR’S BULLETINS BY L. RON HUBBARD EVERY $ 
MONTH, and a.20# discount on all Books and Tapes. ABILITY Books half^fcrice ^  
at $1.00. ' *

ALL THE BOOKS AND TAPE RECORDINGS ARE AVAILABLE .FROM THE. DISTRIBUTION CENTER. 
CREATION OF HUMAN ABILITY, by L. Ron Hubbard - $5.00; DIANETICS: THE MODERN 
SCIENCE OF MENTAL HEALTH by L. Ron Hubbard - $U.OO; DIANETICS, 19551» bY L. Ron ' , 
Hubbard, $2.90, and many others, including the NEW ABILITY BOOK SERIES, with a * 
new Ability Book every month (see page 5 of this issue), costing only $2.00 to 
the general public, but ONLY $1.00 to all MEMBERS. Watch ABILITY Magazine for 
book news and listings J ] J

WE HAVE 500 INTRODUCTORY SUBSCRIPTIONS TO ABILITY MAGAZINE AVAILABLE TO 
NEW PEOPLE. IF YOU HAVE AN INTERESTED PARTY IN MIND SEND HIS NAME AND ADDRESS 
TO: SCIENTOLOGY, BOX 2^2, SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND, U.S.A.
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